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Classical trajectory calculations for the rotational excitation’of CO and Hz by collision &ith He have been carried 
out and compared to the accurate qu&~m mechanics1 cfculations of other workers The grecment is rasonably 
encourngig, although some irther&t limitations of this strictly classical appro~h are observed ana discussed. 

. 

1. Introduction ., quasi-classical traject’ory calculation) is adequate to 
describe integral cross sections for inelastic coIlision 

’ Rotational excitation in molecular collision systems protizsses that are classically al&cd. 
is typically a strong, or “‘&ssically al!owed” process?, It is important to test the validity of the abolie 
meaning simply that there e.xist claSsical trajectories “rule of thumb.” .by comparison of classical cakula- 
along whjdh the requisite.amount of rotational excita- tions with accurate quantum mechanical results when- 
tiori takes place. As a function of initial collision ener- ever the latter are available. LaBudde and Bernstein 
gy, for example, a iotatiorkl excitation cross section [3] have made such a comparison forthe 0 + 2 rota- 
u&ally rises from zero sharply at its energetic threshold. tiokl excitation of .H2 by colIisionwith Li+. Even 
,This’iain contrast to vibration&y ine,Iastic transitions ._ though.only a few quantum states are invoked in this 

which are typically weak, “classically, forbidden” [I] process, they nevertheless find quite gaad agreement 
processes; it often rtzquires’colli&on energies s’ignifi- between their qupsi$assical trgjectory cdculatior! [3] 
cantly above the energatic threshold for these transi- and the accurate coupled channel quantum mechanic- 
tions to have a sizeable cross section. alcalculations of Lester,.and Schaefer [G]. 

The most important .quantum effects in classically Green and Thaddeus [s] have recently carried out 
allowed processes are of an interference nature**. accurate:quantum mcch+aJ coupledchtinel calcula- 
Often, however, the avertiging over impact parameter,.. tionS .ftir rotational excitation of CO by He, and this 
I?z-components of rotational states, etc., quench this. haS +a tivated us to generate’ the classical trajectory 
interfere& struclure so that a completely classical results to provide another comparison of <ynain&ally 
treatment becomes adequate. The ruIe of thumb, there- exact ,clas&al m&hanks with dynarnicaIIy exact 

: fore, is that a complerely classica! treatment (e.g., a qvantum niechanics. To provide an even pore strin- 
. . .. gent test of the classical approach we have carried out 

* Sup$ted in part by the U.S. Atomic E&y Commission, 1 a $rnilar cakulatiok for the 0 + 2 rotational excitation 

and by t’e National Scicna,Founda$on under grants GP- of I-I2 by He, comparti&th Shafk and.Gordonls 
34199Xand 4iio9x. .’ ” ^ 

-*CamiUeand~ 
[6] and Green’s, [7 ] accurate c&pled channel calcula- 

enry Dreyfus Teacher-Scholz; 
.I” tF or a more precise diicussion of the term; “&sicaUy al-. 

tions. The He-Hi sy stem should be the ~okesk rota- 

lowed’.’ and “classi&Uy forbidden” in the s&sethoi we & . . 
tional. transition of any atom-diatom collision system 

.. *en-i, s-&3 for examp!e,.ref. [ 11. See &o ref. [2]. -and the one.for which the purely classical treatment 

:** ~01.3 ietiei, see ref. [2];pp.‘112-114 discuss the semi- 
(.. .chssicaloriginofselection,rules... . . 

is thusmoSt,qulstionab!e. -, 
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.’ The He-CO and He-Hi colEsion,s~stemshre both ’ .0.4 0.5. 

-’ treated as rigid rotor-atom system, the potentials being 
5’ ,. Oi” .. Oi2 ., *i3 1 1 _a.:;: 

.’ : /_--- 

the s.qe ai ‘~mi used for the quantum c 
,,;.. ,. 

[5;‘6]. The clastical calcularions were carri 
,‘tiay which is equivalent to the now standard quasi- 
classical trajectory procedure*. : I 

The rotational quantum number j is defined by .. 
: 
,E,,~~&3.f)2., -’ . . . . 

‘_rvhe.re E,, is t.heclassic.al rotational energy 
rot*.; and,3 the rotatjonal constant (L$+ = 

‘k&, k 1.9226 cm-l). Trajectorjeswere all begun with 
-i= 0, and gfter collision’the~fmal rotational quantum , 
number was determined by first solving for the final e (cm-‘) 

:non-integral value of j from eq.‘(2.1) and then assign- 
ing the cldsesf integer (the closest. evei integer for Fig. 1. The crcm section.for the 0 L 2 rotational excitatidn 

The cross section for the 0 -t j trahsttion is then of Hz iy He, as a function of initial translational energy. The 

by, ,. ,;. -, j _ 1 : ,, ‘., .. solid czrve shows the ?.ccurate quantum mechanical calcula- 

.- ‘> .tions of Shafer a@ Gordon [6] and Green [7], and the dashed 
curkthe classical trajector)~,resulk. 

Iwhere b&k is.the maximum impact parameter which ’ ‘, ;. 

defines tire usual impact parameter sampling.[S, 91 ” 
(Le.., b T 6,&. Eli2 where ,$ is a random number),Ntot 
is the~to&rumbe~ of trajectories run, and Ni is the 

~number of these for which’the f&l rotational quan- 
tum number is j. 

.,.’ 

‘3. Remits .. : 
; 

Fig. .i shows-the results of the trajectory calcula-. 
‘tions for the O.+ 2 rotational excitatipn or H, by He, 
compared with the quantum mechanical results of 
Shafer ‘and Gordon [6] and Green [7] ; this compari 
is entirely~an~ogous to that r&de by LaBudde and. : 0 50 100 

E kh-‘1 
150 0 50 100 

.Bernstein [3] For L? +.H2. The agreement of the clas- 
E lcms’l -; 

sical and quantum results in fig. I-is,nbt as good as Fig. 2. The cross section for the C + j, j = 1-4, rotational ex- 

-that for the Li’ + H2 case [3], but this is expected ‘citation of Co by He, as a-function of initial translational 

s)yick. the cross section for He-H2 is much smaller than ” energy. The sqlid curve is the accurate quantum mechanical 

for Lit-H,. Given the fact that the He-H, system : 
resuit &Green 2nd Thaddeus [5], and the dashed curve ^&e 

should’be as weak a rotational excitation ai for any 
result of’the classical trajectory Gkula~ion. 

. 

molecular collision system, the agreement in fig. 1 
.is encouraging: 

~..Cross’sectionsforthe.O+ 1,032,0+3; and,Oi, 
4 excitations ofC0 by He ‘are shown in fig. 2 as a func- 
tion of initial translationai energ; along with the quan- 
L._ _..lLL-I__, l_-..r_‘ _I c_;_- ___I -lT_>~-.._-rz~ 

‘. .; ‘,. 
* .see,.ror etimpl~~ ref. [3]. For a r&&t r&iew, see ief. [ 9 1. 

LWII n~+uirma ~GSUI~S,UI U~GI! anu LIL;~UU~:US LJJ_ 

:. Tlie, overall agreement is-quite reasonable, Trrobably. .:. ., : -’ 

jp.A’ _:. :, ., : 
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turnmechanics - is able ta ,account for the & = 2 se- ’ 
14 ‘, I I I lection I-& for the homonuclea; case quite .-iaturaIIy: 

.: /’ 
da&al trajectories with odd @ exist in the fiomonu- 

hese transitions. For 

type of interference which diminishes - but does not 
completely’ annihilate - the add 4 transitions. It is 
clear, therefore, that a classical S-tiatr%caIcuIation 
would prdduce the interference structure seen in fig. 
3; such a calculation, however,-is more difficult to 
carry out than the present purely clessicat ones. 

4. Concluding remarks 

0 I 1 I I 
I. 2 3 4 5 6 This paper has presented two more co&parisons of 

j exact classical and exact quantum mechanids for a 
Fig. 3. The same quantity as in fig. 2 (solid linr: =quantum, three dimensional atom-diatom collision. The results 
dahed line = clzssical) but shown as s function of final rota- tend to support the thesis that a purely.classical ap- 
tiorml quantum numberi for a given initial translational ener- 
gy E= tG0 cm-l. 

preach is quite useful for describing inelastic colIision 
processes that are classically allowed. It has aIsa been 

noted that rotational excitation is almost ahvays a 
typical of wEat one should expect of a quasi-classical classically allowed process, even for perhaps the weak- 

trajectory calculation. est of all possible cases, the excitation of H, by He. 
A more interesting compar&on, which reveals soine Purely classical approaches cannot, of course, produ~ 

of the inherent Iimitations of a purely classical theory,. quai;tum interference effects, such as those seen in fig. 
is shown in fig. 3,; here the cross section for the 0 + j 3; if it is necessary to describe these effects correctly, 
excitation is plotted as a function ofi for a fared ini- then a more sophisticated theory will be required, 
tial translational energy. (The comparison is similti e.g., a purely quantum treatment, or art approach such 
for other values of E,) The quantum mechanical re-’ k classical S-matrix theory. 
suIts,[5] show an osc$latory structure which the clas- Finally, we have not addressed the question-of which 
sical values.do not.reproduce; this is the reason that, approach - .coupled‘ channel or classical trajectory - is 
the classical cross sections for the O+ 2 and O+ 3 easier comput$icnally, i.e., takes Iess computer time. 
transitibns in fig. 2 are consistently too small and too The quarittim calculations become easier the lower the 
large, respectively. ccllision energy becaui fewer ctiannek are required in 

This interference effect seen in fig: 3 can be iinder- the coupled channel expansion. The cIassicaI calcula- 
stood.as the remnant of the & = 2 selection,rule that tions, on the other hand, become easier with increasing 
would exist if CO tie,rea homonuclear molecule; i.e., energy because the:trajectories NII fzsfer. (A typical 
if CO were homonucIear .tie 0 +=i cross sections would ,He-CO trajectory took 1.0 and 0.4 seconds at an ener- 
be identicay 0 fqr’oddi, rather th& simply diminished.. gy of lOand 150 cm-l, respective!y, on a CDC 7600; 
This means that the Pi term in the He-CO potentid is a He-H2 trajectory required 0.08Y0.09 seconds for 
somewhat stronger.than ?.he P, term. (For the hdmonli; the-entire energy range 600-5900 cm-I.> At-what 
clear case Pi term is-completely absent.) er@rgy the computational advantage switches from 

Classical S-matr$,theoIy [ 1,. 21 - a semiclassical ‘jhe quantum to the clmical approach is not clear, and 
” approach which uses classical tiajectoriei but which.’ ,, it will of course depend on the particular system under 

also inco.rporates the supe&ositioh principIe of quan- study. The importani pdint is that &ere seems to be 
‘_ 
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a b r o a d  overlap o f  the regions for which t.he quan tum 
and the-classical calculat ions  can  b o t h  be carried ou t  
wi th  reasonable e f for t  and for  which ~he classical 
t r ea tmen t  is mode ra t e ly  reliable 
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